Gersho's bounds on the asymptotic performance of vector quantizers are valid for vector distortions which are powers of the Euclidean norm. Yamada, Tazaki and Gray generalized the results to distortion measures that are increasing functions of the norm of their argument. In both cases, the distortion is uniquely determined by the vector quantization error, i.e., the Euclidean di erence between the original vector and the codeword into which it is quantized. We generalize these asymptotic bounds to input-weighted quadratic distortion measures and measures that are approximately output-weighted quadratic when the distortion is small, a class of distortion measures often claimed to beperceptually meaningful. An approximation of the asymptotic distortion based on Gersho's conjecture is derived as well. We also consider the problem of source mismatch, where the quantizer is designed using a probability density di erent from the true source density. The resulting asymptotic performance in terms of distortion increase in dB is shown to belinear in the relative entropy between the true and estimated probability densities.
I Introduction
In image processing, mean squared error is the most commonly used distortion measure for evaluating the performance of compression algorithms because of rich theory and its mathematical tractability. In particular, for quantization or source coding it is simpler to design good encoders and decoders and faster to run them using the mean squared error distortion. It has often been shown, however, that mean squared error does not re ect subjective human dissatisfaction well 1, 2 . A fair amount o f w ork has been done for developing objective distortion measures which are in accord with the evaluation of human observers 1, 2, 3, 4 . With the rapid increase of image distribution over communication systems, e.g., the World Wide Web, the standards for image quality become more demanding. Therefore, perceptual distortion measures are receiving greater attention as another dimension of freedom for improving image compression systems. Data compression algorithms 1 aimed at minimizing perceptually meaningful distortion measures are studied 1, 4 . Although perceptual distortion measures result in higher complexity for compression systems, algorithmic speed is less of an issue since the encoding is often o -line and computing power is improving steadily.
Since good perceptual distortion measures take the properties of the human vision system, which is generally nonlinear, into account, they cannot be accurately modeled by simple di erence distortion measures. It is well know that human eyes are far more sensitive t o c hanges in a particular range of intensity. When an area is too bright or too dark, the eyes will not notice intensity variations as much as in a grey area. To re ect such a fact, a perceptual distortion measure should be higher for the same quantization error if the original intensity value is in the sensitive range of the eyes. Other factors such as spatial frequency sensitivity and color sensitivity play roles in perceptual distortion measures as well. We propose a generalization of di erence distortion measures which includes as special cases several nondi erence distortion measures proposed as perceptually meaningful measures. Instead of constraining a measure to a di erence distortion measure, we only require the measure to be approximately quadratic when distortion is small. This type of distortion measure includes the input-weighted quadratic distortion measure and the measure de ned by Nill 4 , which i s e v aluated in the cosine domain incorporating a model of the human vision system. This paper is concerned with the approximations and bounds in the case of asymptotic quantization, i.e., high-rate quantization, when perceptually motivated distortion measures are used. Although in many practical cases, the quantization rate is far from the high rate required in the asymptotic analysis, the results can be useful for providing benchmarks for comparison and insight into quantizer design. Consequently, high rate quantization theory has been developed extensively. For the continuity of the theory, we give a brief review of some of the important w ork in the eld see also Gray and Neuho 5 . The pioneering work of Bennett 6 analyzed the asymptotic performance of a scalar quantizer. Zador 7 and Elias 8 extended the bounds on average distortion to powers of the Euclidean norm for vector quantizers. Gersho 9 made a widely accepted conjecture about optimal quantizers, which yields widely used approximations and bounds for the asymptotic L p distortion. A more direct extension of Bennett's result to vector quantizer was provided by Na and Neuho 10 . By introducing the concept of inertial pro le, a form of the Bennett integral for vector quantizers was proven to bethe limit of the asymptotic distortion under moderate constraints. The vector form of the Bennett integral was also shown to be a good guide for viewing the cause of performance loss in the case of structured vector quantization. Yamada et al. 11 generalized the lower bounds of Gersho 9 to di erence distortion measures that are increasing functions of the norm of their argument. Gardner and Rao 12 extended the xed rate coding results in 11 to a larger class of distortion measures dx; y, de ned as nonnegative functions with continuous derivatives, which they argued well modelled perceptual speech distortion. We use a distortion measure dx; y similar to Gardner and Rao's, but with more complete regularity constraints to permit more formal analysis. Standard asymptotic quantization analysis methods are applied to prove both xed rate and variable rate performance bounds, extending the results of Yamada et al. 11 to our version of the distortion introduced by Gardner and Rao 12 . We also apply a variable rate coding result to several popular perceptual distortion measures. A nal issue of theoretical and practical importance in quantization is the loss of performance when the statistics of the source are not accurately known. In the last section an asymptotic relation is derived which c haracterizes the performance loss due to source mismatch in terms of the relative entropy between the true source distribution and the estimated one.
In section II, we provide preliminaries in which basic notation and prerequisite results are intro-duced. In section III, Gardner and Rao's 12 bounds on asymptotic average distortion of xed rate codes are reviewed and a formal proof is provided. The approximation of the asymptotic distortion is also derived based on Gersho's conjecture 9 . The results are extended to variable rate coding in section IV. In section V, the variable rate coding results are applied to two examples of perceptual distortion measures. The issue of source mismatch i s addressed in section VI. The technique used in deriving the bounds in section IIIand IV is similar to that used by Yamada et al. 11 and Na and Neuho 10 . Hence the notation parallels that of 11 and 10 to facilitate reference. We note that the results generalizing the Bennett integral to input-dependent quadratic distortion measures complement and are consistent with recent results for the same distortion measure by Linder and Zamir 13 on Shannon lower bounds to the rate-distortion function which provide an approximation to the rate-distortion function for asymptotically small distortion, corresponding to our asymptotically high rate, and Linder, Zamir, and Zeger 14 on multidimensional companding with lattice codes for similar distortion measures.
II Preliminaries
Let X beak-dimensional random vector taking sample values x as described by a joint probability density function px, where x = x 1 ; :::; x k 2 k , k-dimensional Euclidean space. Suppose the support set of px is G. The distortion between two vectors is generally denoted by dx; y.
For a vector i.e. a block space of pixels or a sub-image based perceptual distortion measure, the average distortion of an image is the mean of the distortions contributed by all of the blocks in the image. The general form of the distortion for every vector is a nonnegative function dx; y, zero if and only if x = y, where x is the original vector and y is the quantized vector. For the derivation, we require regularity constraints on dx; y, which are listed below. Just as in all studies of asymptotic quantization, to obtain the above approximation, we assume the probability density px is su ciently smooth" to ensure that px is e ectively constant o ver small bounded sets. It is also assumed that the contribution of overloaded regions to the distortion is negligible when N is large. We de ne the normalized moment of inertia of the cell S i similarly to 10 as The second step of the approximation above w as obtained by recognizing that the left hand side in the rst step is an approximation of the Riemann integral. This is simply the extension of Bennett's integral for vector quantizers in Na and Neuho 10 to our distortion measure, the only di erence being the de nition of mx. 
Hence, the lower bound for the asymptotic distortion is
where k k denotes the L norm. If we specialize to the MSE distortion, detBx = 1. Hence
, as proved in Gersho 9 . When the dimension k is high, Gardner and Rao 12 argued that in high rate quantization, the normalized moment of inertia of S i approaches that of TS i arbitrarily closely. The reason is that the slopes of the Voronoi regions S i will approach the relative dimensions of the hyperellipsoidal regions TS i although the hyper-ellipsoids cannot beformed into a lattice as required by the quantizers. The error incurred in this approximation was investigated in 16 for spaces up to dimension 10. Consequently, the distortion D of the optimal quantizer is approximately equal to the lower bound, i.e.,
When k is not large, in order to estimate mx for an optimal quantizer, we heuristically proceed as follows. For notational simplicity, we denote the transformation of a region S by matrix B as B S , which is de ned below B S = fx : 9y 2 S st: x = B y; x 2 k g : Based on Gersho's conjecture for optimal quantizers with mean squared error, we make the same assumption about the geometry of the partition of an optimal quantizer with distortion measure x,Qx t Bx,Qx, where B is a xed positive de nite matrix. Recall that Gersho 9 postulated that for N su ciently large, the optimal quantizer for a random vector uniformly distributed on some convex set S will have a partition whose regions are all congruent to some polytope H, with the possible exception of regions touching the boundary of S. The conjecture was proved for k = 2 by F ejes Toth 17 . To see that Gersho's conjecture implies its extension to the weighted distortion case, consider the fact which is convex by the convexity of S, the optimal quantizer for u on B are shown in Fig.1 . For mean squared error, the optimal polytope is the regular hexagon. For the weighted quadratic distortion, the optimal polytope is the transformed regular hexagon with transforming matrix B , As shown in the gure, the optimal admissible polytope in the case of weighted quadratic distortion is a non-regular hexagon, a rotated and stretched version of the regular hexagon.
We are now ready to estimate mx. We argue that when the rate is high, the quantization of a small region around x is more and more like the quantization of a uniform density, with distortion measure x,Qx t Bxx,Qx, provided that the probability density function px, the point density x, and Bx are su ciently smooth. Thus, the optimal mx is approximately detBx 
IV Bounds for Asymptotically Optimal Performance with Variable Rate Coding
In this section, we consider variable rate coding. In this case, the rate is approximately the entropy of the encoded source. We constrain the number of reproduction vectors, N, to be nite. As in the previous section, we derive a lower bound on the asymptotic average distortion D and the corresponding optimal limiting density function x. An approximation of D can be similarly obtained by using the approximation 10 derived before. The above conclusion about the optimal point density shows that opt x increases when detBx increases. This accords with intuition because the area with larger detBx receives more penalty in terms of distortion for the same quantization error, which consequently requires denser codewords in it to keep the total distortion low. Recall in the case of a di erence distortion measure, opt x is shown to be constant in 11 , which follows here by setting detBx to a constant. : 18 The above inequality shows how a non-constant detBx a ects the lower bound of asymptotic distortion. In the case of MSE distortion measure, detBx is a constant and the expression 16 can besimpli ed to the same form as in 9 . An approximation of D can besimilarly derived by using the approximation 10 in previous section. The di erence is that the constant multiplier is IH ?
The optimal x with respect to the approximation is the same as opt x derived for the lower bound D L Q opt .
V Examples
We give t wo examples in this section to show h o w the variable rate results a ect quantization strategy for di erent perceptual distortion measures. The optimal limiting density functions x for the perceptual distortion developed by Nill 4 and the input weighted squared error measure 18 are derived. Eskicioglu and Fisher 15 compared many distortion measures with subjective ratings. They found that Nill's de nition of the distortion measure correlates with subjective ratings consistently better than mean squared error, L 1 and L 3 distortion measures for compressed images obtained from several popular quantization algorithms. 
VI Source Mismatch
The previous analysis was based on the assumption that the probability density function px of the source is known. However, this is usually not the situation in practice. In real life, px must beestimated. For high rate variable rate coding, px is not required since opt x is unrelated to px. For xed rate coding, opt x does depend on px and it is of interest to quantify the possible change in performance due to mismatch. This section addresses this problem. consider the scalar case is to simplify the mathematical notation. Since we consider the limit case k ! 1 , w e must put some constraint o n h o w detBx changes with k to get a reasonable result.
The assumption we make here is that detBx = Q k i=1 detBx i , where, x = x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x k , x i = x i1 ; x i2 ; :::; x ir . This assumption is essentially saying that all the sub-vectors x i play an equal and independent role in determining the distortion. In the following derivation, x i is a scalar, hence As the true optimal distortion DQ opt is given by 9, the increase of distortion in dB is 10 log DQopt DQopt . We c hoose dB as a measure of performance loss because in practice, SNR or PSNR is common evaluation of performance, and the decrease of SNR or PSNR is equal to the increase of distortion in dB. With DQ opt and DQ opt substituted in and some algebra, we get The following conditions for these limits to hold are developed in the derivation in the Appendix. It is interesting to notice that the limit loss is independent of Bx, which means that the e ect of Bx is washed out when k ! 1. Equation 25 also shows the linear dependence of the performance loss on the relative entropy of the true distribution and the estimated one. This relation demonstrates again that the relative e n tropy is an e ective measure of the closeness of two probability density functions. In this case, every one bit di erence in the relative e n tropy indicates 6 d B loss in performance asymptotically.
A Appendix
We prove in the appendix the approximation relation stated in equation 2 and the three limits in 20.
In equation 2, we claimed that with high rate optimum quantizer Q, the following approximation holds dx; y i = x , y i t By i x , y i where y i in our consideration here is a constant v ector. Readers need to keep this in mind to avoid confusion. Since dx; y i has continuous partials of third order, Taylor's theorem 21 implies that dx; y i = rdx; y i j x=y i x , y i + x , y i t By i x , y i +R 2 x , y i ; y i :
We discuss the three terms on the right hand side of the above equation one by one. We assume that By i is positive de nite. As a result, x , y i t By i x , y i min k x , y i k 2 , where min is the minimum eigenvalue of By i .
The third term R 2 x , y i ; y i is the remainder which satis es R 2 x , y i ; y i = k x , y i k 2 ! 0 as k x , y i k! 0, where the norm is Euclidean norm. In the case of the high rate optimum quantization, for bounded cells S i , k x , y i k is su ciently small so that R 2 x , y i ; y i is negligible compared to x , y i t By i x , y i . For the unbounded cells, we suppose the probability for x to be in these cells are so small that the contribution of these cells to the total distortion is negligible.
In conclusion, we get the approximation dx; y i = x , y i t By i x , y i : 26 Now we prove the three limits in 20, which are crucial for the result of source mismatch. We also derive the required conditions for the limits to hold in the process.
First, let us rewrite the three terms in the right hand side of equation 19 
